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Abstract 

In this paper, we discuss joint detection schemes for an uplink cellular system when 

Base Station (BS) cooperation is possible for multi-cell users in a multi-cell scenario. 

Further, we analyze and evaluate the ML, ZF and ZF based SIC detection schemes. 

Although ML attains optimal performance, its complexity increases exponentially. 

Further, although ZF is simple, but exhibits the poor performance and SIC may give rise 

to error propagation.  We propose a novel detection scheme, which combines the ZF 

detection and partial ML decoding scheme in order to improve the detection performance 

as well as to decrease the decoder complexity. Simulation results show that the proposed 

scheme attains nearly 2 dB reduction in the required SNR values to achieve the same BER 

performance. Further, the proposed scheme can be applied to MIMO detection for a 

single user and extended to other types of multi-user and multi-antenna based future 

smart BS cooperation. 
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1. Introduction 

The capacity of today’s cellular mobile communication systems is mainly limited by 

inter-cell interference, which is  the interference from neighboring cells. The solution to 

overcome this limitation, one possible option to mitigate this kind of interference is the 

multi-cell joint detection, which are based on the neighboring BS cooperation and it 

means that the neighboring signal across cell edge can be utilized rather than treating as 

interference. In general, it is widely accepted that future cellular systems can incorporate 

some form of multi-cell based signal processing, which can be a concept that requires the 

exchange of information among the involved base stations and joint detection based on its 

received signal and additional side information which are provided from the base station 

cooperation [1]. 

However, the multi-cell signal processing requires the additional backhaul rate that is 

required to exchange channel state or received signal information and the increased 

decoder complexity by implementing the centralized joint detector among the involved 

cooperating base stations compared with single detection schemes [2-5]. 

MIMO detection for single user and multiple antennas can be considered as the joint 

detection scheme for this situation if the involved base stations can perform the perfect 

cooperation. [6, 7] Traditional Maximum Likelihood (ML) detection can be used for 

optimal decoding, but the decoder complexity make its practical application be 

impossible. Therefore, low complexity receivers such as Zero-Forcing with Successive 

Interference Cancellation (ZF-SIC) was proposed (see [8, 9]). 

However, it is well known that the performance limitation of ZF based SIC scheme is 

due to the error propagation of the first decoded symbol to the next decoding symbol and 
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the decoder complexity due to the computation of inverse type of channel matrix in each 

step is still high as the number of antennas of transmitter and receiver is increased [10, 11]. 

In order to overcome this limitation, we propose the new detection scheme which can 

provide both the better BER performance and the reduced complexity compared with 

joint ZF based SIC detection scheme. The proposed scheme combines the linear ZF 

detection and the partial ML decoding concept to increase the reliability of the first 

decoded symbol, which can avoid the following error propagation effect to next step. 

Simulation Results show that the proposed scheme attains the a little bit better BER 

performance and similar or reduced complexity over the ZF based SIC scheme in various 

scenarios of the involving mobile stations in uplink multiple cellular communication  

In section II, the structure of simple uplink BS cooperation model is explained. In 

Section III, the brief description of ML, ZF and ZF based SIC MIMO detection schemes 

are provided. In Section IV, the joint ZF and partial ML detection scheme are proposed 

and analyzed. In Section V, BER performance of the proposed scheme are presented and 

the performance and complexity comparison and with other conventional approaches are 

also evaluated and then conclusions are made in Section VI. 

 

2. System Model  

We consider a uplink transmission from M terminals (UEs) with one antenna each to N 

base stations (BSs) with one antenna. 

We can state the received N vector  1 2
, , ,

T

N
r r rr  is corresponded to the transmitted 

vector  1 2
, , ,

T

M
s s ss can be represented as 

 

r = H s + n                                                                (1) 

 

where  1N 

r C  are the signals received at the BSs,  N M

H C   is the channel matrix, 
 1M 

s C are the symbols transmitted from the UEs, and  1N 

n C is the complex gaussian 

noise vector with zero mean and unit variance. 

The channel matrix H can be described as 

 

  

1 1 1 2 1

2 1 2 2 2

1 2

M

M

N N N M

h h h

h h h

h h h

 

 

 
 

 

 

H
                                                (2) 

 

where 
i j

h represents the channel gain from transmitted UE j to received BS i. 

Figure 1 represents the system under investigation in this paper, which means the 3-cell 

based scenario with 3 BS and 3 MS and the location of MS of each cell can be anywhere 

in his own cell and for simplicity, all of  three MS and BSs have single antenna 

configuration. 
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Figure 1. 3-cell Uplink Cellular System with 3 BS and 3 MS System 

In order to enable the perfect Base Station Cooperation, the BSs are connected through 

an error-free backhaul link to central signal processing The transmission is disturbed by 

additive i.i.d. Gaussian noise,   the channel assumed to be perfectly estimated and 

Rayleigh flat fading channel and the BSs and MSs are assumed to be fully synchronized 

in time and frequency. 

 

3. Detection Algorithms 

In this section, we review ML, the linear detection with ZF and the combination of 

nonlinear detection SIC with respect to ZF detection. 

 

3.1. ML Detection 

The optimum receiver is derived from the maximum likelihood criterion since the 

noise sequences at the antennas are assumed to be independent.  

Thus the ML algorithm obtains, ˆ
M L

s , the estimate of the transmit data vector s  can be 

written as 

 
2

ˆ a rg m in
M

M L



 

s

s r H s                                                 (3) 

 

where   is  the constellation size of data stream. 

Even though the performance of the MLD is the best scheme among all detection 

algorithms, it is now impractical because of its high computation complexity [12, 13]. 

 

3.2. ZF Algorithm 

One way to reduce the decoder computation complexity is the use of linear nulling 

approach, which is based on the ZF (zero forcing) criterion. The zero-forcing based 

matrix filter, Z F
W , is given by the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse matrix, which is 

defined as 
+

H , [5] 

 
+ H -1 H

Z F
W = H = (H H ) H                                          (4) 

 

3.3. ZF based SIC Detection 

ZF is a kind of linear nulling approaches and their performance can be boosted by 
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being in conjunction with nonlinear techniques such as successive interference 

cancellation. In the symbol level interference cancellation, interference from already 

detected components of detected symbol vector ŝ  is subtracted from the received signal 

vector r , which results in a modified received vector in which, effectively, less 

interference is present.  

SIC here indicates the multi stages interference cancellation. In each stage, one symbol 

is detected, regenerated and then the interference from it is cancelled from the received 

signal vector. This continues until all symbols transmitted at one time are detected. 

In SIC, the signal detection is done in signal strength descending order. In [9], if we 

define 
i

k


W denotes as the i

k th row of the matrix filter W of the receiver, it shows that 

choosing the stronger signal strength is equivalent to choose smaller 
i

k


W  in each step. 

We give the algorithm process of ZF based SIC detection described below [10, 11]. 

 

Step 1. Initialization 

1

1

Z F

i





W W

                                                         (5) 

 

Step 2. Equation represents the minimum row norm of matrix , namely, the 
i

k   th 

row 

1 1

2

{ ,... }

a rg m in ( )

i

i i j

j k k

k




 W                                           (6) 

 

Step 3. Employing the weighted vector of 
i

k th row reconstructed the transmitted 

signal of 
i

k  th layer and is listed below   

( )

ˆ ( )

i i

i i

k k i

k k
Q





y W r

s y
                                                    (7) 

 

Step 4. Then we can eliminate the 
i

k   th signal from channel matrix and received 

using the following equations respectively 

1
ˆ ( )

i i
i i k k

 r r s H                                           (8) 

 

Step 5. Delete  
i

k th column of channel matrix H  and by using this, find new 

receiver filter matrix 
1i 

W   whch is replaced by 
i

k


H , 

1

1

i
i k

i i






 

W H

                                                 (9) 

 

Step 6. Repeat recursively the previous step until all transmitted symbols are 

detected  

 

4. Joint ZF and Partial ML Detection 

The ZF based SIC algorithms are still complex when there are many antennas in the 

system since it needs to  compute the Moore-Penrose inverse matrix in every stage in 

order to calculate the updated weight filter matrix for decoding. 
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In this paper, in order to reduce the decoder complexity and to increase the reliability 

of the first decoded symbol in successive decoding operation, we propose a new joint ZF 

and partial ML detection scheme, which calculate the inverse matrix only once and apply 

the partial ML decoding for other remaining symbols to be detected more reliably. 

The details of the proposed scheme is depicted as follows. 

 

Step 1. Initial Detection by ZF Decoding and determine s  as the reference signal for 

next partial ML decoding. 

 
1

( )
H H

 s H H H r                            (10) 

 

Step 2. Decide the order of decoding by descending order of the received SINR 

(Signal to Interference and Noise Ratio) of the received symbol vector 
i

r .  
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                                         (11) 

where 2

n
 is the variance of the Gaussian noise vector. 

 

Step 3. Apply the partial ML decoding only to the first symbol vector, which results 

from the determination of decoding order in step 2, when other symbol 

vectors except the first decoding symbol vector have the fixed value, which 

are already determined by initial ZF Decoding in Step 1. For example, if we 

assume the first decoding symbol is 
1

s , the remaining initial s vectors, 

2 3
, , ,

M
s s s , can be determined from the decoding results from Step 1 and 

then apply the partial ML decoding only for 
1

s
 
in order  to get, 

1 ,
ˆ

M L
s , which 

will results the first decoded symbol vector from partially applied ML 

detection and this results can be utilized to next step for next iterative 

decoding operation. 
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         (12) 

 

Step 4. Repeat partial ML Decoding operation in Step 3 in the same manner to other  

remaining symbol vector s according to the decoding order in Step 2 until 

all the values of symbol vector s are  finally recovered 

 

5. Simulation Results 

In this section we present some numerical results and the comparisons of BER 

performances of proposed & conventional detection schemes for various scenarios. 

Table I represents some physical layer parameters of target system and most of them 

are in line with IEEE 802.16m EMD documents and we produce the sample data based on 

these system parameters. As a noise and interference model, AWGN (Additive White 
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Gaussian Noise), path loss due to the distance between BS and MS and Rayleigh flat 

multi-path fading are assumed in this paper. 

Table 1. Physical Parameters of Target System [15, 16] 

Parameter Value 

Cell radius 1500m 

Number of Cell 3 

Number of MS 3 

Number of antenna BS : 1 ,  MS: 1 

Number of data 1024 

FFT size 1024 

Modulation QPSK 

Pathloss 130.19 + 37.6*log10(R/1000) dB 

Sampling frequency 11.2 MHz 

Doppler frequency 6.944 Hz 

Fading channel Rayleigh channel 

 

Figure 2 shows that the BS cooperation based multi–cell environment for the locations 

of BS and MS in the case of  3M   and 4M   in order to evaluate the detection 

performance, respectively. 

 

            

Figure 2. Cell Edge Scenario for the locations of BS and MS when the 
Number of Cooperating BS and MS is 3 and 4, Respectively 

We assume Cell Edge scenario, which means that the distance between BS and MS is 

more than 80 % of cell radius, hence, this assumption corresponds to nearly one of the 

worst case scenario for the locations of the involved BS and MS in multi-cellular 

communication. 

Figure 3 and Figure 4 represent the BER performance comparison between proposed 

scheme and conventional detection algorithms. 
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Figure 3. BER Performance Comparison of Joint Detection Algorithms when 
Three BSs are Cooperated 

 

Figure 4. BER Performance Comparison of Joint Detection Algorithms when 
Four BSs are Cooperated 

Figure 3 and Figure 4 compare the BER performances of ZF, ZF-SIC and proposed 

scheme for two different cases, which is the number of cooperative Base Station is 3 and 

4, respectively.  

No joint Detection means that no cooperation is made between neighboring Base 

Stations. The proposed scheme attains nearly 4 ~5 dB reduced required SNR value over 

ZF and 1.5 ~ 2dB reduced required SNR value over ZF-SIC scheme in order to achieve 

the same BER performance. 

These figures show that the Base Station Cooperation seems to be imperative to 

guarantee the minimum detection performance in some range of cell border. 
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6. Conclusion 

In this paper, we investigated the uplink joint detection techniques for uplink cellular 

system when base station cooperation is possible in multi-cell scenario. 

Traditional approaches for MIMO detection, such as ML, ZF and ZF based SIC detection, 

are considered as the joint detection for multi-cell based uplink mixed received signals 

from the Base Station Cooperation.  

A new joint ZF and partial ML detection scheme was proposed to reduce the decoder 

complexity and also to improve the detection performance of multi-cell based multiple 

received signals. Simulation results show that the proposed scheme attains the improved 

BER performance over ZF and ZF based SIC scheme and also additionally achieves much 

reduced decoder complexity as the number of BS cooperation is increased since it does 

not need to compute inverse matrix operation in each stage.  

The proposed scheme can be also applied to the single user MIMO detection and 

effectively applied as the number of antenna or cooperating Base Station are increased in 

multi-user and multi-antenna based BS Cooperation. 

In addition, joint detection in cell border can have an advantage of detection 

performance if we use the uplink Base Station Cooperation between neighboring cell site. 

However, this requires additional backhaul link communication of the received signals 

and channel state information, hence, the limitation backhaul network capacity can be one 

of the important issue to be implemented in real system.  

Backhaul link load reduction can be achieved through the reduction of the channel state 

information and the transfer of quantized version of received signal. Moreover, they can 

be combined with the joint detector with distributed type of decoding to reduce the 

complexity, hence, the simple and effective type of distributed approach with some 

backhaul link limitation should be investigated as a further works.  
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